Temperature-dependent molecular dynamics and restrained X-ray refinement simulations of a Z-DNA hexamer.
Molecular dynamics simulations of the Z-DNA hexamer 5BrdC-dG-5BrdC-dG-5BrdC-dG were performed at several temperatures between 100 K and 300 K. Above 250 K, a strong sequence-dependent flexibility in the nucleic acid is observed, with the guanine sugar and the phosphate of GpC sequences much more mobile than the cytosine sugar and phosphate of CpG sequences. At 300 K, the hexamer is in dynamic equilibrium between several Z forms, including the crystallographically determined ZI and ZII forms. The local base-pair geometry, however, is not very variable, except for the roll of the base-pairs. The hexamer molecular dynamics trajectories have been used to test the restrained parameter crystallographic refinement model for nucleic acids. X-ray diffraction intensities corresponding to observed diffraction data were computed. The average structures obtained from the simulations were then refined against the calculated intensities, using a restrained least-squares program developed for nucleic acids in order to analyse the effects of the refinement model on the derived quantities. In general, the temperature dependence of the atomic fluctuations determined directly from the refined Debye-Waller factors is in reasonably good agreement with the results obtained by calculating the atomic fluctuations directly from the Z-DNA molecular dynamics trajectories. The agreement is best for refinement of temperature factors without restraints. At the highest temperature studied (300 K), the effect of the refinement on the most mobile atoms (phosphates) is to significantly reduce the mean-square atomic fluctuations estimated from the refined Debye-Waller factors below the actual values (less than (delta r)2 greater than congruent to 0.5 A2). Analysis of the temperature-dependence of the mean-square atomic fluctuations provides information concerning the conformational potential within which the atoms move. The calculated temperature-dependence and anharmonicity of the Z-DNA helix are compared with the results observed for proteins. The average structures from the simulations were refined against the experimental X-ray intensities. It is found that low-temperature molecular dynamics simulations provide a useful tool for optimizing the refinement of X-ray structures.